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Introduction
Each January since 2003 the Richland County School District has created an annual State of
the District Report to communicate with the Board of Education the state of education in the
school district. This communication typically includes an assortment of student data, specific
initiatives in the different schools, financial data for the district and much more.

The 2022 State of the District Report has three main components. The first component is a
review of 2021. This review will provide a description of the impact from the COVID-19
pandemic, a summary of the federal funding the school district has received as part of the
pandemic relief package from the U.S. Department of Education, an overview of the impact of
the pandemic on student performance, and the successful completion of the renovation of
Richland County High School. The second component of the report is a description of the two
biggest challenges facing the school district. These two challenges are the ongoing difficulties in
finding capable and qualified staff throughout the district, and the ongoing negative impact
associated with the pandemic. The third component of the report is the district’s priorities for
2022. These priorities include the next steps in the implementation of the district’s long-term
improvement plan, the construction of a new PreK Center, and the successful completion of
district accreditation.

This report will be available to the public. Interested parties can read the written narrative and
view the slide show presentation by going to the school district website at (www.rccu1.net).
Also, the report will be submitted at the regularly scheduled January school board meeting, so
the report will be archived from the livestream of the school board meeting.

2021 In Review
COVID-19 Impact
As the pandemic began to impact schools in March of 2020, there were very few people that
expected it would affect three different school years. As it turns out, the two-year mark of the
start of the pandemic is approaching and there has been a significant increase in COVID-19
cases as this report is being completed.

During the first half of 2021, the pandemic still had a big impact on education in RCCU1. Each
school was operating on a modified schedule as they attempted to balance in-person and
remote learning. In addition to a modified schedule, students spent much of their day in a
“cohort” group, which was designed to limit their exposure to a potential positive case.

While COVID-19 was impacting the school day, it was also impacting activities outside of the
school day. Many of the extracurricular activities at both RCMS and RCHS were cancelled,
operated on an abbreviated schedule, or moved to the spring of the year. Other activities such
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as prom, 8th grade promotion, the senior awards program, and high school graduation were
also modified to meet the current public health guidelines.

For a period of time during the summer months, the mask mandate was lifted briefly for those
that had been fully vaccinated. Unfortunately, as the new school year approached, COVID-19
cases began to increase and the mask mandate was brought back for all students and staff.
This decision by the Governor and IDPH was controversial and created a very challenging start
to the 2021-2022 school year. After the mask mandate was reinstated, the Governor issued an
Executive Order in September mandating vaccinations or weekly testing of all school staff. Once
again, this was a controversial issue and created a challenging school environment.

Prior to the start of the 2021-2022 school year, ISBE issued new guidance that changed the role
of remote learning and focused on keeping students in-person for a full school day. Through the
remainder of 2021, all students in RCCU1 attended fully in-person and followed a much more
normal schedule for the entire school day. Additionally, the activities that occurred outside of the
school day were also following a normal schedule.

ESSER Funding
The Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief Act (ESSER) has provided the
largest influx of federal funds to the school district since the Great Recession in 2008-2009. The
table below shows the different areas of ESSER funds, when the funds must be expended, and
the total amount of funding provided.

Grant Name Date Amount

ESSER I (CARES - Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act)

9/30/2022 $593,857

Digital Equity (FY21)
Digital Equity (FY22)

6/30/2021
8/31/2022

$153,700
$126,870

ESSER II (CRRSA - Coronavirus Response
and Relief Supplemental Appropriations)

9/30/2023 $2,624,055

ESSER III (ARP - American Rescue Plan) 9/30/2024 $6,252,097

Totals 12/31/2024 $9,750,579

In the spring of 2021, the district administration began meeting with a group of teachers and
educational support staff to determine the needs of the district and how to best allocate ESSER
funds to meet the needs of the students in RCCU1. From these meetings, there were several
different areas identified. Those areas included additional curriculum and instructional materials,
instructional technology to support student learning, tools to assess student learning and
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diagnose learning loss attributable to missing school during the pandemic, additional personnel
(especially in the areas of supporting students social and emotional well-being and academic
support), facility upgrades to allow for better social distancing of students, and transportation
and food service needs.

Student Performance
When looking at student performance, one may just consider state assessment data on the
spring assessments. These spring assessments include the Illinois Assessment of Readiness
(IAR), which is given to students in grade 3 - 8, and the SAT, which is given to students in grade
11. However, this is too narrow of a view of student performance because it is one data point
taken one time each year. While state assessment data is an important part of the overall
picture of student performance, there are numerous other factors to consider to get a more
accurate view. These other factors include local assessments given to students in all grades
multiple times each year (Star 360), the number of students retained at a particular grade level,
course failures, the number of 9th grade students considered on-track for graduation, and
graduation rate, just to name a few.

When measuring student performance based on IAR and SAT data, this is challenging due to
the impact of the pandemic. The school district has solid data from the spring of 2019, but in the
spring of 2020 as all schools in Illinois moved to remote learning for the last ¼ of the school
year, the state assessment program was suspended. This resulted in no student assessment
data for IAR and SAT being collected. The state assessment program returned in the spring of
2021, but it was impacted by three factors. First, it was difficult to get a reliable assessment of
student performance since the normal growth by a student one might expect to observe was
affected by a lack of data from the previous year. Second, the performance of students on the
state assessments were expected to be lower than normal since the students had missed ¼ of
the previous school year and were attending school in the following year on a modified schedule
or in a remote learning environment. Third, some of the students in Illinois were assessed in the
spring of 2021 and some of the students were assessed in the fall of 2021. This delayed the
release of assessment data from the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE).

Even with the more accurate view of student performance provided by looking at the various
factors mentioned above, the fact remains that student performance based on the IAR and SAT
needs to be improved. The first priority of the RCCU1 District Improvement Plan addresses this
topic. This plan states that this priority can be accomplished through a systematic and
intentional approach that includes alignment of curriculum across grade levels and courses,
ongoing professional learning of instructional staff to implement best practices, and appropriate
assessment of student learning to identify successes and areas for improvement. The specific
goals and strategies to accomplish this include those listed below.

● Every student will show annual growth in reading and math achievement as measured
by state and locally given assessments.

● Alignment of curriculum to Illinois Learning Standards within a grade level and across
grade levels and content areas.

● Identify learning gaps and develop strategies to mitigate those gaps.
● Implement professional learning for teachers, administrators, and educational support
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staff that focuses on raising student academic achievement and improving educator
performance.

To get a comprehensive view of student performance in RCCU1, one can view the district’s
Strategic Dashboard. A link to this Strategic Dashboard may be found below.
https://ecriss.ecragroup.com/strategy/Home/Index?Dashboard=RIC001

Completion of RCHS Renovation
The renovation of Richland County High School was a project that began in January of 2017
with a series of community engagement meetings to develop a plan and timeline for the
renovation. The renovation extended over the course of the next several years and mostly came
to a close when students returned to Richland County High School on a daily basis in January
of 2021. While the high school students continued to operate on a modified schedule through
the spring of 2021 to accommodate in-person and remote learning, the final areas of the high
school facility were completed. The areas completed in the spring of 2021 included the district
office, the gym lobby, and the theater.

A typical question that has been asked about the renovation of the high school dealt with how
the pandemic affected the project budget. Fortunately, all of the renovation project was under
contract before the pandemic began. This limited any negative financial impact on the total
project cost. However, the pandemic certainly affected the timeline of completion of the project.
There were times when contractors had a difficult time getting enough workers on-site to do the
work. This caused delays and added time. In addition, there were supply chain issues that made
it difficult to get certain materials. This further impacted the timeline of completion.

When the RCHS renovation project began, there were three priorities identified.
1) Enhanced Safety & Security – With a building that was originally built in 1952, concerns

about safety and security were not the same as they are today. By reducing the number
of entrances into the building and making the entrances more secure, student and staff
safety has been greatly enhanced. In addition, the entire building is covered by a fire
sprinkler and a state of the art camera system of more than 90 cameras.

2) Improved Accessibility – Prior to the renovation, there were many different areas that
were not accessible to an individual with a disability that impacted his/her mobility. After
the renovation, virtually every area of the building is accessible except for two areas
where the existing conditions prevented it.

3) Creation of a Modern Learning Environment – Through a combination of new
construction and renovation of existing spaces, the high school has been transformed
into a modern learning environment that will serve the students of Richland County for
the next 70 years. The renovation reduced the overall square footage of the facility and
increased the square footage for instruction.

Each of these priorities were accomplished at approximately 40% of the cost of a new facility.

Pictures of the renovated high school and time-lapse videos of the construction may be found at
the district website at www.rccu1.net.

https://ecriss.ecragroup.com/strategy/Home/Index?Dashboard=RIC001
http://www.rccu1.net
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Biggest Challenges
Personnel
There have been two significant challenges facing RCCU1 over the past few years, and these
challenges remain for the foreseeable future. The first challenge relates to finding capable and
competent staff to fill the necessary positions throughout the school district. These are not just
positions for licensed staff, but they also include educational support positions, especially in the
areas of custodial and transportation staff.

For several years, there has been concern throughout Illinois and across the country of a
looming teacher shortage. Those that have been in the education field for many years can
remember a time when there were one-hundred or more applicants for a teaching position, but
those days are over for now. Of the 853 school districts in Illinois, 88% indicate that they are
dealing with a teacher shortage and 96% report that they have a substitute teacher shortage.
Based on the most recent data released from a survey conducted by the Illinois Association of
Regional Superintendents of Schools, 17% of teaching positions go unfilled or are filled by a
person without the proper licensure or endorsements.

The COVID-19 pandemic is having an impact on the teacher shortage. Based on a 2021 survey
conducted by the National Education Association, as many as 32% of teachers indicated that
they may leave the profession earlier than expected. The issue of teacher burnout and stress is
very real and steps need to be taken in this school district to address that. The challenge of
getting substitute teachers is also related to COVID-19. In past years, some of the school
district’s most reliable substitute teachers were retired teachers. Because of their age, some of
these subs have decided to not come into a school setting because of potential exposure to the
coronavirus.

Educational support staff shortages are also a major concern for the school district. In the past
two years there have been a large number of support staff that have retired and replacing some
of these individuals has been a challenge. Listed below are educational support positions that
have retired in the past one to two years.

● Bus Drivers - 6
● Secretaries - 6
● Custodians/Maintenance - 4
● Food Service Personnel - 4

One of the three priorities of the school district’s long-range improvement plan is to attract and
retain highly effective and qualified educators and support staff. There are plans associated with
this that include the development of a “Grow Your Own” program for teachers, job fairs to recruit
educational support staff, and examining wage/salary factors such as starting pay and possible
sign-on bonuses.

Pandemic
The second big challenge facing the school district is continuing to navigate through the
pandemic and trying to identify and deal with the long-term impacts. Throughout this State of the
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District Report, there are references to the challenges related to the pandemic. Rather than
review all of these challenges, it is enough to acknowledge and understand that there are very
few things in the past 22 months that have not been impacted to some degree by the pandemic.

It is also important to acknowledge and understand that the effects of the pandemic are
ongoing, and probably will be for years to come. For example, learning loss as a result of the
spring 2020 shutdown and a year of in-person and remote learning cannot be undone in a
matter of months. Also, many teachers and each school in the district report that student
attendance and behavioral issues have increased as a result of the pandemic. For children, the
pandemic has created stress and trauma that they will carry forward with them.

Finally, the pandemic has created divisions in the community that will take years to heal.
Thinking back to March of 2020, the view of most everyone was “let's get through this together.”
Unfortunately, as the pandemic carried on month after month the information from ISBE and
IDPH seemed to change regularly, new mandates were given to school districts, and an overall
pandemic fatigue among people began to make schools a battleground that is highly polarized
and politicized. The pandemic has moved from a public health issue to a political issue that has
schools right in the middle of the fight.

Priorities in 2022
There are three priorities identified for the coming calendar year. These three priorities include
continued work on the district’s long-range improvement plan, begin construction of a new PreK
Center to alleviate overcrowding issues at Richland County Elementary School, and
district-wide accreditation through an extensive peer review process.

Long-Range Improvement Plan
Early in the calendar year 2021, the RCCU1 Administrative Team began work on a multi-year
improvement plan that would span three to five years. This process began with the development
of a district-level improvement team that consisted of representatives from each school in the
district. From these meetings, the following three priorities resulted and were presented to the
RCCU1 Board of Education for their approval.

● Improvement Priority 1
Teaching & Learning: One of the top priorities of any district or school improvement
effort must be to improve student learning and achievement. This can be accomplished
through a systematic and intentional approach that includes alignment of curriculum
across grade levels and courses, ongoing professional learning of instructional staff to
implement best practices, and appropriate assessment of student learning to identify
successes and areas for improvement.

● Improvement Priority 2
Educate the Whole Student: Each and every student in the Richland County School
District is much more than a test score, a grade point average, a reading level, or even a
distinction like a grade level. In order to help students realize their full potential, the
school must be a safe and engaging space that welcomes all students and is equipped
to meet their social and emotional needs in addition to their academic needs.
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● Improvement Priority 3
Highly Effective Educators & Support Staff: It is people, not programs, that make a
school district great. This includes effective school leaders that chart a course of action,
classroom teachers and other licensed staff that deliver classroom instruction with best
practices, and educational support staff such as teacher assistants/paraprofessionals,
office staff, custodians, food service, and transportation staff that help deliver
educational services to each and every student.

In May of 2021 and throughout the summer of 2021, school improvement teams met to identify
specific goals and strategies to support the three priorities listed above. As the 2021-2022
school year began, these goals and strategies were implemented. During the remainder of the
current school year and through the summer, the school improvement teams will be reviewing
the work they have done and making adjustments to their plans. Also, the teams will be adding
additional goals and strategies to implement in the coming school year.

Construction of PreK Center
The Richland County Elementary School (RCES) opened in January of 2000. At the time of its
opening, the Claremont Elementary School and the Noble Grade School were still open, and the
district’s preschool program did not serve as many students as it currently does. As the schools
in Claremont and Noble closed and these students began attending at RCES, and as the
district’s preschool program expanded, the overcrowding at RCES became a bigger issue. At
the start of the 2021-2022 school year, the total enrollment at RCES exceeded 1100 students.
Of those students, approximately 200 of them are in the PreK program.

As has been stated earlier in this report, federal funds are coming to the school district that can
be used in a variety of ways to support student learning and to address issues associated with
the pandemic. Since overcrowding has been an ongoing issue at RCES and the related inability
to effectively socially distance students, it makes sense to utilize some of the federal funds to
support the construction of a new PreK Center.

The location of this new facility will be at the corner of Hall Street and Holly Road, with an
estimated cost of $6.1M. Approximately $5.3M of this cost will come from the ESSER funds
described earlier in this report and the remaining cost will be paid for from the district’s Pre
School for All grant and money generated by the 1% sales tax for school facilities. The new
PreK Center will have seven classrooms, which meets the current needs of the preschool
program and allows for the program to grow to accommodate a larger number of children. The
facility will also house parent educators that are part of the school district’s Birth to Three
program.

Currently the school district and the PreK staff are working with the architects to complete the
design and development phase of the project. The goal is to have bids for the project completed
by April of 2022 so that construction can begin this summer. The completion date is June of
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2023, which would allow the facility to be open for students at the start of the 2023-2024 school
year.

District Accreditation
RCCU1 last went through a district-wide accreditation process in the spring of 2017. The
accreditation process is a valuable growth opportunity for the school district by reemphasizing
the shared mission, vision and purpose for the schools that make up the Richland County
School District, focusing on a model of continuous school improvement, and having an
objective, outside review of the school district that assesses the district based on established
standards of school district quality.

Accreditation is a process that takes several months to complete, so it will begin this spring and
not be completed until the fall of 2023. The accrediting agency is Cognia (formerly AdvancEd),
and it is the largest education network in the world made up of schools and school districts with
more than 36,000 schools in 85 countries. Accreditation requires that a school system meet the
standards of quality through an internal and external review process. This external review
process includes hosting an external review team that will be in the district for several days
observing classes, interviewing stakeholder groups such as students, parents, community
members, and staff, reviewing various types of data, and establishing a preliminary report. A
final report will include specific areas of improvement that the district should undertake and a
timeline for completion of these improvement areas.

Cognia has established four key characteristics related to their performance standards. Those
four key characteristics are listed below.

● Key Characteristic 1: Culture of Learning
● Key Characteristic 2: Leadership for Learning
● Key Characteristic 3: Engagement of Learning
● Key Characteristic 4: Growth in Learning

These characteristics will serve as the model for identifying the areas of strength for the school
district and the areas of growth.

Conclusion
The mission of RCCU1 states, “The mission of the Richland County School District, in
partnership with families and the community, is to create a safe and engaging learning
environment that provides our students with opportunities to prepare them for academic
success, career readiness, life-long learning, citizenship, and global awareness.” The focus of
this mission statement is student success. Even with the many challenges addressed in this
State of the District Report, one can also see exciting opportunities. It will take the intentional
effort of the faculty, staff and administration to overcome these challenges and to realize the
great opportunities ahead for the students of RCCU1.


